Coronavirus / OSCARCON
OSCAR BC expresses our well wishes to the OSCAR community, to all health
care professionals and their families. Given the Coronavirus pandemic, a June
2020 OSCARCON conference does not appear feasible. We will adjust
the conference implementation date according to conditions.

Dr. Bonnie Henry, Provincial Health Officer
Dr. Henry has outlined expectations for all
regulated health professionals providing patient
care in community settings during the COVID-19
pandemic. She recommends seeking guidance
from your regulatory college regarding the
reduction or elimination of non-essential and
elective services, and delivering patient care via
telephone & video when possible and
appropriate. Read more.

BC COVID-19 Support App
The new Province of British Columbia Covid-19
Support app has simple to navigate & informative
resources. Download it easily to your
smartphone.

Doctors Technology Office - Virtual Care
1) Access virtual care resources: DTO website.
2) DTO Weekly Physician Virtual Care Sessions Peer-led sessions for GPs and specialists: live
Q&A around virtual care and treating patients
remotely, held Thursdays from 7:15 to 8 am.
March 19 webinar recording here. More info and
registration links here.
3) DTO Virtual Care Support Network Physicians, MOAs, and Practice Support
Program (PSP) Regional Support Team members
provide clinics with in-clinic/virtual coaching and
one-on-one support with implementing virtual
care in their practice.
Support/info: DTOinfo@doctorsofbc.ca
4) Doctors of BC’s COVID-19 updates
5) Other Health Technology Supports
One-on-one DTO support (604) 638-5418
or email
6) Health technology resources to help navigate
clinic privacy & security, EMR troubleshooting,
billing and other related items.

HDC
The HDC network now has 660 registered users.
More perspective is gained from this larger data
set. HDC just made it easier to collaborate with
peers by rolling out email notifications for sharing
requests and changes. Join your OSCAR BC
colleagues in using their EMR data for reflection.
Enrol in hdcbc.ca.

Open OSP Service Cooperative
Open OSP is a member-owned cooperative that
provides OSCAR-based onsite and hosted
solutions and services, including data migration
from a range of EMRs, integrated telehealth, fax,
and online booking options. The Cooperative's
profits are invested in member-driven software,
and service improvements. Visit openosp.ca.
Juno EMR
Juno EMR has announced a Telehealth
integration with the EMR schedule, which allows
patients to book Telehealth Appointments into the
EMR by clicking the Telehealth icon on the
schedule (looks like a camera). This Virtual Care
platform is free of charge until July 1st for all
Juno EMR customers. More information here.
Contact info@junoemr.com.

WELL Health Technologies Corp
WELL Health is offering access to their new,
comprehensive VirtualClinic+ telehealth platform
to users for free. Health care practitioners can
provide virtual care for attached patients and the
platform also allows access to virtual walk-in
volume to serve unattached patients.
Learn more.

Cortico
Cortico is a new technology solution for health
practitioners using OSCAR EMR. With seamless
online booking, integrated Telehealth and
automated self-registration, Cortico enhances
patient care and practitioner efficiency while
reducing operating costs. It also helps keep
clinics running smoothly during this Covid 19
crisis. Visit cortico.ca for details.

eForms: We can create them for you
OSCAR BC Members pay preferred rates
To request a quote, email info@oscarbc.ca.
Include your name, company/clinic's name,
mailing address, eForm name requested, any
additional info, and attach your PDF. Recent...
- Updated:JPOCSC Obstetrics Internal Medicine Referral
- Surrey Comprehensive Orthopaedics referral eForm
- FHA Antepartum HomeCare referral 2020
- Port Moody Maternity Clinic (was Community Maternity
Clinic) Referral eForm

- Burnaby Medical Day Care Fe Infusion - adapted from
ERAS @ RCH, John Yap. Requires measurements HB
(hemoglobin) and Fer (Ferritin) to be available/created and
mapped.

Become a Member of OSCAR BC
OSCAR BC is a non-profit society that is a
collaboration of BC’s OSCAR users, IT experts,
and academics. Funds collected are used to
gather BC user input to direct and prioritize future
OSCAR-related projects and development.
Membership is $20 per month per full-time
OSCAR user, billed quarterly or annually. To join,
please email membership@oscarbc.ca.

Become a Subscriber to this Newsletter
This newsletter is free. Is everyone in your office
subscribed? OSPs are welcome to share this
invitation to subscribe with their customers.
Subscribers: sign up other medical practitioners
and MOAs in your clinic. Receive important
OSCAR updates and news.
It takes 1-minute to subscribe.

